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High Carbon Society in East Asia

Country Population CO2 emission 

(MtCO2)

Carbon pricing World ranking of 

carbon emission

China 1,409,517,397 9838.754 China national ETS 

from 2020

No.1

Japan 127,484,450 1205.0612 Japan carbon tax 

from 2012

No.5

Korea 50,982,212 616.0967 Korea ETS from 

2015

No.7

Taiwan 23,626,456 271.525 ETS under

consideration

No.8 of per capital 

by over 10 millions 

population 

Source: The table presented the population and CO2 emission data for 2017 from Global Carbon 

Project(2018); Carbon pricing data from World Bank Group(2019).
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Two main upper stream of global 

development trend

• AIOT: represents to go beyond brown 

economy and toward social innovation

The government likely prefer to focus on AIOT as high 

tech development.

• Carbon reduction: create new 

economic and social economy body.
– The government actually ignore the carbon reduction as 

new economic body, but as partly obstacle of economic 

development.

– In the mainstream policy, carbon reduction issue is not 

related to future economic. 3



Gridlock of transition

• Reflection: ‘Taiwan’s climate and 

energy transition  is far laggard behind, 

but the state, industry and society is 

still indulging in the brown economy 

patterns.’
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Taiwan’s systemic risks: Brown 
economy package

– Economic-orientation: the neglect of non-economic 
growth indicators

– Brown economy: low wages, low environmental 
expenditure, externalization of environmental costs

– Fossil fuel subsidize 

– 6th lowest of industrial electricity price and 2th 
lowest of household electricity price in the world

– Brown energy: coal and nuclear which gives the 
false appearance of low costs
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Taiwan’s systemic risks: Brown economy 

package

• Characteristics of Taiwan’s industrial: low gross margins, 
low-cost competition, but an adaptable and fast-learning 
contracting manufacturing model

• Fourth Industrial Revolution: challenges faced in 
transforming from competing on hardware to competing 
on software

• Transformation bottlenecks: major transformations in 
the areas of technology, population, society, 
environment, health, climate change and energy

• Threat of systemic stagnation:

• Stagnation of governance transformation

• Stagnation of industrial transformation

• Stagnation of social transformation
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Transitional discursive struggle by brown 

economic regime

• False issue ‘Five Shortage’（五缺）：the lack of water, 

electricity, labor, land and skilled workers (CNFI)

• Five shortage presents the brown economic paradigm

• Attend to enjoy the low industrial electricity/water price 

and externalization of environmental cost

• Seriously lack of Carbon reduction issue

• Regarding Carbon issue as obstacle of economic 

growth
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SRK: 0ver 220 thousands people protested against 

nuclear power in 2013



SRK: 0ver 220 thousands people protested 

against nuclear power



國光石化的行動者：公民環保團
體



其他代表：學術界反對國光石化

李遠哲號召 千餘學者連署反國光石化



其他代表：藝文界反對國光石化

http://times.hinet.net/times/article.do?newsid=3896403&option=graph&optionType=society
http://times.hinet.net/times/article.do?newsid=3896403&option=graph&optionType=society
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 From Developmental State to Proactive State  

• Vision 
• Governance Structure  
• Policy Instrument 

World in Transition 
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Based on the profound insights 

provided by WBGU, after 3 years 

efforts, on November 2019, 

RSPRC will publish “Taiwan in 

Transition” report, trying to 

unwind the risks by analyzing the 

global energy development, 

integrating views from different 

stakeholders and then setting the 

pavement we need to reach a 

decarbonized future.

TAIWAN in Transition (1/2)
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TAIWAN in Transition (2/2) 

TEXT

TEXT

TEXT

TEXT

TEXT

TEXT

01
Participatory 
Governance Reform

Strengthening local 
energy governance

03
Sustainable Electricity 
Market Design  

04
Promoting Industrial 
Energy Efficiency First

05

Internalization of 
External cost 

06
Greening the 
Financial System
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remarks

1. The whole society, government and industry have 

to transit the cognitive, institutional, technical and 

economic pattern.

2.   The transition of de-carbonization need to 

construct clear roadmap by inter-gov agencies.

3. Social learning curve must be earlier construct. 

Public consensus is a fundamental social 

engineering by deliberation, dialogue and 

education.

4. Set a independent ‘climate committee’ to examine 

the de-carbonization progress by national, urban 

and local community level.
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